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Just A Summer Deal

"You think you can go gay for the summer?""I'm the bad egg in Team Gay."Gay romance author
Aaron Douglas has almost everything going for him: a successful career, fun friends, and loving
parents who live just far enough away. Unfortunately, he's earned a love 'em and leave 'em
reputation, though. Finding a gorgeous gay romance author in this little Colorado town is a thrill,
even if Conor says he's straight. When Aaron's landlord kicks him out, the solution is obvious: Aaron
can stay with Conor, they can write and fix up Conor's cute farmhouse together, and they can
pretend to date. That's all. Aaron won't fall for another straight guy again...even one as amazing as
Conor."What do I know about gay romance?"Conor Kennedy just wants to renovate and sell his old
farmhouse, escape this small town, and find a nice girlfriend. His novels don't sell, though, and his
repairs are taking forever. Everything feels broken until Aaron jokingly offers the perfect solution.
Why not pose as a cute gay couple for the summer? Both of their careers will benefit and they'll
both get the company of a great new friend... plus Hope, the stray golden retriever who's chosen to
live with them. But all Conor can think about is the most illogical thing of all: he wants to do more
with his gay co-author than write romance novels."Will you sweep me under the rug again?"Living in
tight quarters during the renovation while writing a book together challenges both men to stick to the
terms of their deal. They're opposites in almost every way, and the tension is thick. As their fake
relationship deadline approaches, questions loom over them both: were they only faking, or has
something real blossomed between them? When the internet learns of Conor's past, will their love
be strong enough to keep them together?Just a Summer Deal is a steamy, stand-alone GFY gay
romance novel with a HEA ending and no cliffhanger.
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â˜†â˜†â˜†â˜†â˜†I LOVE these two authors individually... and to find out that this book is from both of
them?! I admit, I haven't read either E. Davies or Zach Jenkins' entire catalogs yet, but from what I
HAVE read previous to they one... OMG I was laughing so hard just a few chapters in! Because I
can HEAR both writing voices in the story, woven together perfectly and bringing the characters of
Aaron and Conor to life so vividly that I couldn't stop smiling. And yes! To know that it was written
BY male romance authors collaborating ABOUT "fictional" male romance authors?? Delicious! The
book was a fun, sexy, sweet, sweet read that made my day when I found it, and made it all over
again once I read it. (Also... "research" !!! I'm definitely a fan of Conor's research...) DO IT AGAIN,
PLEASE, E. DAVIES AND ZACH JENKINS!!! â˜†â˜†â˜†â˜†â˜†

As I was scrolling through the new releases and saw Zach Jenkins, I thought "yay!" Then I saw that
his coauthor was E. Davies and I literally squealed. This is a sweet story about two MM romance
authors: one is finding himself and one who is finally ready to grow up. The characters are charming
(I look forward to more from the "panel of experts"), the sexy times are sexy, and the ending is, of
course, happily ever after. I look forward to more in this series and secretly hope that it's based on
true events.

These two authors wrote a great book together. Reading the story about two MM romance writers
collaborating in writing a series of books together, finding a rhythm and the discipline to bring a
cohesiveness to their novels was a real eye opener. I can't imagine the difficulty in putting pen to
paper individually, let alone working with another author's style to bring a novel to fruition. Yet, these
two authors did just that...with themselves and the characters in this book. And they did all of this
very well.Conor and Aaron faced such a daunting task in this engaging story and along the way
found themselves in their own personal love story with all the best of the genre's arc.I have all the

books written individually by these two talented writers and I've enjoyed every single one. This
delightful story is no exception.

I have been a fan of both Zach and E. Davies and knew that the book they wrote together would
shine and I was not disappointed. They surprisingly wrote about two young men who are authors.
Aaron is gay and Connor is not or at least he thinks he's not. They both admire the other's writing
and get together out of need and admiration for each other. Connor is trying to write at the same
time as try to renovate an old farmhouse his grandparents left him. Aaron is supposed to help
Connor learn how to write better stories and help work on the house. He gets free room and board
and a place to write when he gets kicked out of his apartment by a homophobic landlord. Friends
are kept and new ones made for the two as well as Connor with a developing gay sexuality that he
is confused about. Read along as these two journey into the world of love and commitment. Two
thins neither of them have tried to explore before. The path of love is never easy and a HEA not
always easily obtained. I as given this novel free in order to give a honest review of it.

I received a copy in exchange for an honest review.Aaron and Conor are both M/M romance
authors who decided to write a book together. The two men are complete opposites in every way.
While Aaron is a confident neat freak who likes to get his writing done on time, Conor is a not so
confident procrastinator. Even though their fake relationship started as just a publicity stunt, it
actually turned into them having feelings for each other. Like any couple they have their ups and
downs throughout the book, but it all works out in the end. Zach and E. Davies are both amazing
authors, and they made a super enjoyable read.

5Stars + for both Authors and their book. Absolutely loved it! The story was sexy, funny and very
romantic. Liked the fact that two good friends wrote the story, about to men, writing a story, facts
were different but somewhat the same. Loved the ending, everyone loves a happy ending straight
or gay, no one care as long as, they both see the same rainbow! Great story Guys, Many Thanks,
Barbara M. ðŸ’«ðŸ“šðŸ’•ðŸ’™ðŸŽ¶

I found myself relating to this story of two guys, with similar backgrounds, working together, falling in
love together. Sounds a bit like my story in recent years. I'm glad everything worked out for these
guys and hope to hear about them again in a future story.

made me feel like a squealing school girl when i read this.Aaron is a successful author with good
friends and loving parents, but he has a reputation of a heart breaker. He is totally taken by surprise
when he finds out that there is another gay romance author living in little Colorado by the name of
Conor, he is more surprised that Conor is straight. When Aaron's landlord kicked him out and Conor
offered him a place to stay in the farm house he is thrilled, cause since they are working together on
a book being in the same house can help. Conor plans to renovate and sell the farm house he was
given, he just wants to leave Colorado and find himself a nice girl. Things are taking a lot longer
than he expected on repairing the house. Conor is a big fan of Aaron and when he finds out that
they both live in the same town he is totally thrilled to met Aaron. Since they already plan to work
together on a book ad living in the same house having a summer fake relationship cant be that bad
can it, both their careers can benefit from the relationship and they have Hope who moved in the
same day Aaron did. However if word got out that the relationship is fake both their careers will be
ruined. What started out as a fake relationship quickly change when they both acknowledge their
feelings for each other.i received a free copy in exchange for an honest and unbiased review.
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